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a b s t r a c t

Salient object detection is essential for applications, such as image classification, object
recognition and image retrieval. In this paper, we design a new approach to detect salient
objects from an image by describing what does salient objects and backgrounds look like
using statistic of the image. First, we introduce a saliency driven clustering method to
reveal distinct visual patterns of images by generating image clusters. The Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) is applied to represent the statistic of each cluster, which is used to
compute the color spatial distribution. Second, three kinds of regional saliency measures,
i.e, regional color contrast saliency, regional boundary prior saliency and regional color
spatial distribution, are computed and combined. Then, a region selection strategy
integrating color contrast prior, boundary prior and visual patterns information of images
is presented. The pixels of an image are divided into either potential salient region or
background region adaptively based on the combined regional saliency measures. Finally,
a Bayesian framework is employed to compute the saliency value for each pixel taking the
regional saliency values as priority. Our approach has been extensively evaluated on two
popular image databases. Experimental results show that our approach can achieve
considerable performance improvement in terms of commonly adopted performance
measures in salient object detection.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A human visual system (HVS) often pays more attention
to some parts of an image. It is visual attention that allows
people to select the information which is most relevant to
ongoing behavior. Visual attention has been studied by
researchers in physiology, psychology, neural systems, and
computer vision for a long time. Extracting objects from an
image is a hot research topic and has wide applications, such
as content-based image retrieval [1], image/video compres-
sion and coding [2], object recognition and scene under-
standing [3–6] and image segmentation [7,8] in areas of
All rights reserved.
computer vision and computer graphics. Under the mechan-
ism of visual attention, HVS picks out relevant parts of a
scene as attention regions corresponding to salient regions in
images. In natural scene, salient regions generally stand out
relative to its surroundings. This mechanism can be
explained by a center-surround difference model [9], which
is implemented in the feature spaces of luminance, color and
orientation.

In recent years, salient object detection has aroused
researches' interest and the related work has been divided
into two categories, i.e, approaches of bottom-up category
and approaches of top-down category respectively. In
bottom-up visual saliency, previous research [10,11]
revealed that contrast is the most influential factor in
low-level visual saliency. By computing the contrast over
a pixel domain or region domain, many visual saliency
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of our proposed model.
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models have been proposed over the past year [12–17].
The existing saliency models based on color contrast can
simultaneously compute global contrast of an image and
spatial coherence between regions and have displayed
impressive results. The contrast-based models tell “what
the objects look like” by highlighting the pixels with great
center-surround difference. However, the performance of
the saliency maps that only rely on color contrast will
degrade when the images are of confusing pattern or
complex scene.

Different from the contrast prior, background prior
tackles the salient object detection problem by asking the
question “what the background should look like”. In [18],
two priors, boundary and connectivity prior were used as the
priors about common backgrounds in natural images. The
boundary prior was discovered from the observations that
”the image boundary is mostly background” and ”the salient
objects seldom touch the image boundary”. Even if the
boundary priors work for most images, it may fail when
objects significantly touch the image boundary or the images
are of complex background.

Intuitively, if both the information about “what the objects
look like” and “what the backgrounds look like” is available, it
will be easier to tackle the ill-posed salient object problem. To
describe the appearance of salient objects or backgrounds,
statistic of images is a powerful feature. From the perspective
of statistic theory, many saliency models have been proposed
[19–21]. However, the extracted initial salient or background
regions are crucial for constructing reliable appearance mod-
els. In [20], a coarse salient region was first obtained via a
convex hull of interest points and a Laplacian sparse subspace
clustering algorithm was presented to obtain the prior map
related to the salient object. The algorithm is effective but the
cluster method used is of high computation complexity. In
[19], each image was divided into initial attention region and
initial background region using an adaptive threshold. This
method may fail when the salient object possesses a low
contrast with the background. In [21], a polygonal potential
Region-Of-Interest was extracted through analyzing the edge
distribution in an image.

In this paper, we address the salient object detection
problem by collecting reliable information about “what the
salient objects look like and what the backgrounds look like”
by taking the advantages of contrast prior, boundary prior
and visual patterns of images. To tell “what the salient
objects look like”, we propose a method for selecting initial
salient and background region based on the techniques like,
saliency driven clustering, regional saliency computation and
adaptively thresholding. To capture the structural informa-
tion of an image, the image is first separated into several
non-overlapping regions by saliency driven clustering. Then,
we utilize three regional saliency measures, i.e, regional
color contrast saliency, regional boundary prior saliency
and color spatial distribution, to compute the saliency level
of each region. Three measures are combined non-linearly to
obtain the pixel level saliency values. Then, we classify the
pixels of an image into either potential salient region or
background region using some adaptive threshold. The color
information within the potential salient region and back-
ground region is represented using GMMs. Finally, the
saliency model is computed by applying a general Bayesian
framework. The main contributions of the paper are sum-
marized as follows and the flow chart of our approach is
shown in Fig. 1.
�
 We propose an effective method for implementing the
boundary prior saliency. A saliency driven clustering
approach is proposed based on the combination of
color contrast saliency and boundary prior saliency.
The cluster numbers are determined automatically by
histogram analysis.
�
 Color spatial distribution is calculated by analyzing the
color statistic of each cluster. The regional saliency values
are computed by combining three regional saliency
measures, i.e, regional color contrast saliency, color spatial
distribution and regional boundary prior saliency.
�
 An adaptive initial regions selection method is pre-
sented. A Bayesian framework is applied to generate
the final saliency maps.

The organization of this paper is as follows. The related
work is presented in Section 2. We introduce the approach
of saliency driven clustering in Section 3. The strategy of
region selection based on regional saliency computation is
proposed in Section 4, the three measures are introduced
in Section 4.2. Our statistic saliency model is presented in
Section 5. Experimental results are given in Section 6 and
we conclude in Section 7.
2. Related work

Among bottom-up category, as one of the work [15]
described, the contrast was often defined over various
different classes of image features including color variation
of pixels or image patches, spatial frequencies, structure and
statistic distribution of image patches, histogram and the
combination of all above. In [16], pixel's or region's contrast
was computed over all other pixels or regions. Then the
compactness in the spatial domain and the cluster contrast
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evaluated by the difference between models of different
clusters were combined to generate a saliency map. Fu et al.
[17] took the advantages of color contrast and color distribu-
tion to carry out the saliency detection. Then a saliency
measure was obtained by computing two measures of
contrast that rated the uniqueness and the spatial distribu-
tion of image patches. Furthermore, postprocessing steps
were applied to refine the result as well. In [22], a detection
algorithm which was based on four principles observed in
the psychological literature was presented. The rule of
“distinctive colors or patterns” was considered for comput-
ing the saliency. In [15], high dimensional Gaussian filters
were formulated to generate saliency map in an efficient
way. Besides, there are a lot of visual saliency models which
measure visual saliency in the frequency domain. In [23],
Hou et al. proposed a visual saliency model based on the
natural image statistics. In [24], the phase spectrum of
quaternion Fourier transform was exploited to evaluate the
saliency at block level.

Many works have also been proposed applying infor-
mation theory [25–28]. Bruce et al. proposed a model [25]
in which visual saliency was represented by a local like-
lihood of each image patch decomposed by the filters
learned from natural images. In [27], Dominik et al.
proposed a saliency algorithm in which the contrast of
the center and surround distribution of features was
computed to based on the Kullback–Leibler divergence
for salient object detection. In [28], information divergence
was used to express the non-uniform distribution of the
visual information in an image and it improved the
Bayesian surprise model to compute information diver-
gence across an image. A visual saliency map was finally
obtained from the information divergence.

From the perspective of statistical theory, several sal-
iency models have been proposed. The global information
of an image was applied to generate a saliency map of high
quality as shown in [29,30], the distinctness of different
statistic models representing different clusters showed
great importance in measuring the saliency of a region.
Zhang et al. [31] posited a saliency detection problem by
representing visual information of a specific class of object
using Bayesian framework and the information of a known
target class was modeled by a likelihood function. There
are also many works that compute contrast based on
image regions' natural statistics. In [32], Bayesian theory
was applied to describe the interaction between top-down
and bottom-up information. It evaluated and selected
visual features before saliency estimation. In [19], the
attention Gaussian mixture model (GMM) for salient
object and background GMM were constructed based on
the image clustering result, and pixels were classified
under the Bayesian framework to obtain the salient object.
In [29], the framework of mixture of Gaussian in H–S space
was used to compute the distance between clusters and
color spatial distribution. Then, color and orientation
distributions in images are fully utilized to selectively
generate a saliency map. In [30], a kernel density estima-
tion (KDE) based nonparametric model was constructed
for each segmented region, and color and spatial saliency
measures of KDE models were evaluated and exploited to
measure saliency of pixels. In [16], the histograms of
regions were exploited to generate the saliency map at
pixel-level and region-level respectively. In [20], a Baye-
sian framework was proposed to combine the low level
cues (coarse saliency region obtained via a convex hull of
interest points) and mid level cues (saliency information
provided by superpixels) to generate a saliency map.

The significant difference between the proposed model
and previous statistical theory based models such as [19–21]
is that the initial salient and background regions are extracted
by a region selection strategy which integrates color contrast
prior, boundary prior and visual patterns information of
images. Then, the regional saliency values are taken as the
prior probability of Bayesian model and likelihood probability
is computed by analyzing statistic of the adaptively selected
initial regions.
3. Saliency driven clustering

Intuitively, image clusters can reveal distinct visual pat-
terns of an image. In this section, we present a saliency driven
clustering method. First, the basic notations of the color
contrast saliency and boundary prior saliency are introduced.
Then, the clustering technique which is based on the analysis
of combined saliency map's histogram is introduced.

3.1. Color contrast saliency

Color contrast is inspired by the observation that color
components of salient objects may have a strong contrast
to their surroundings. Assume that an image with size N is
divided into M regions (or superpixels) and the regions are
represented as Ri; iAf1;2;3;…;Mg. Then, region Ri's color
contrast saliency Si

Rcon
is computed according to the

definition in [16,17]:

SRconi ¼ ∑
ja i

DcðRi;RjÞDsðRi;RjÞ; ð1Þ

where DcðRi;RjÞ ¼ Jci�cj J is the color distance between
the two regions. ci represents the average color informa-
tion in region i, i.e., ci ¼∑Ik ARi I

C
k=jRij, for iAf1;2;…;Mg,

where ICk (or Ik) is the color feature vector at pixel k. jRij is
the size of region Ri. DsðRi;RjÞ in Eq. (1) stands for the
spatial distance between regions Ri and Rj, which is
defined as

DsðRi;RjÞ ¼ e�α‖pi �pj‖2 ; ð2Þ
where α is a parameter to control the contrast's sensitivity
to spatial distance and pi describes the average position of
region Ri, i.e., pi ¼∑Ik ARi I

P
k=jRij, where IPk is the coordinate

vector at pixel k. In the experiment, 300 superpixels are
generated using SLIC [33] and we set α¼ 1� 10�3. Finally,
the pixel level color contrast saliency is given as Sconi ¼
SRconj ; iARj. We normalize Scon to the range [0,1] through

Scon ¼ ðScon�minðSconÞÞ=ðmaxðSconÞ�minðSconÞÞ.

3.2. Boundary prior saliency

As stated in [34], the boundary prior is an important
and helpful measure for salient object detection. For an
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image, the pixel-level undirected weighted graph is repre-
sented as G¼ fV ; ɛg. In the graph, the boundary nodes (ΩB)
are selected using the strategy similar with [34]. Then, the
geodesic distance of a pixel m to the boundary nodes is
computed as the shortest distance to all the background
nodes [35]

gðmÞ ¼ min
sAΩB

dgðs;mÞ; ð3Þ

where dgðs;mÞ is the geodesic distance between two nodes
s and m, which is computed based on the length of a
discrete path [35]:

dgðs;mÞ ¼ min
ΓAPs;m

LðΓÞ; ð4Þ

where Ps;m stands for the set of paths between node s and
m, and the length L of a discrete path Γ is defined as [35]

LðΓÞ ¼ ∑
n�1

i ¼ 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1�γgÞdðΓi;Γiþ1Þ2þγg J∇ðΔiÞJ2

q
; ð5Þ

where Γ is an arbitrary discrete path composed with n
Fig. 2. An example illustrates the procedure of peak selection by histogram ana
Hill climbing algorithm. (a) The source image; (b) Scon; (c) Sboundary; (d) Scb; (e) his
the search window; (g) the selected Peak 101; and (h) the selected Peak 235.
pixels fΓ1;…;Γng. The term dðΓi;Γiþ1Þ is Euclidean dis-
tance between Γi and Γiþ1Þ and J∇ðΔiÞJ is a finite
difference approximation of the image gradient between
Γi and Γiþ1. We use the parameter γg to weight two kinds
of distances: the Euclidean distance and the geodesic
distance. The role of γg has been studied in [35] and we
set γg ¼ 0:2 in the experiments. In our implementation, the
paths in Eq. (5) are computed using fast marching algo-
rithm [36]. Then, the boundary prior saliency is defined as
SBoundaryi ¼ gðiÞ; iA ½1;…;N� and it is normalized to the
range [0,1] as well.
3.3. Saliency driven clustering

To integrate the complementary strength of two kinds
of saliency maps, the color contrast saliency and boundary
prior saliency are combined nonlinearly,

Scbi ¼ Sconi n SBoundaryi ; iA ½1;…;N�: ð6Þ
lysis. Nine peaks [1, 47, 66, 101, 144, 160, 194, 235, 255] are located by the
togram ranges from 0 to 255; and (f) the selected Peak 47. The rectangle is
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Then, the image space is separated into several non-
overlapping regions by K-means clustering [37] based on
the saliency values ½Scb1 ;…; ScbN �. For K-means clustering, the
number of clusters K and the initial positions of centroids
are determined automatically. We use the Hill Climbing
algorithm [38] to analyze the histogram of Scb. The
computed peaks of histogram are selected as the starting
points for clustering and K is set as the number of peaks.
The procedure for saliency driven clustering is described
below.
1.
Fig
nin
cap
We first build the histogram ranging [0,255] of com-
bined saliency map Scb.
2.
 We construct a search window of size 30 and the center
of the window will move from 0 to 255 to search for
the peak of histogram. The pixel number of current bin
(The bin which lies in the center of the search window
is selected as the current bin.) is compared with the
neighboring bins' pixel numbers, and the current bin
will be selected as a peak if its number is the largest in
the search window. For the bins which are in the range
[0,15], the size of left half search window will be less
than 15 and for the bins in the range of [240, 255], the
size of right half search window will be less than 15.
We will ensure that there exists at least one half search
window whose size is 15 in the searching process. The
number of computed peaks is K and the set of peak bins
is Pb.
3.
 We set the clusters number as K and take Pb as the
starting centroids for K-means clustering. Then K sal-
iency driven clusters RS1;…;RSK are generated.
Fig. 2 displays the process of histogram analysis by moving
search window. In Fig. 3, a clustering example is displayed.
The cluster number K¼9 is first determined by analyzing
the histogram of combined saliency map. Then, the image
displayed is separated into nine non-overlapping regions
by K-means. It is observed from the clustering map (Fig. 3
(l)) that pixels in clusters (Fig. 3(i)–(k)) only belong to the
salient object. The cluster (Fig. 3(c)) contains only the
background pixels. The clusters (Fig. 3(d)–(h)) contain
both object and background pixels. It is clear that the
visual patterns reflected by clusters are distinct.
. 3. Illustration of the process of clustering using saliency driven K-means. (a)
e regions (marked in blue); (l) clustering map, different clusters are labeled d
tion, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
In the next section, we will introduce the method for
region selection by analyzing the property of each cluster,
so as to obtain more reliable information about “what the
objects look like and what the backgrounds look like”.
4. Regional saliency computation for region selection

For the generated K clusters, we compute three kinds of
regional saliency values, i.e., regional color contrast sal-
iency, regional boundary prior saliency and color spatial
distribution. Different from the definition of distribution in
[39], we model the color distribution based on the statistic
of generated clusters. The statistics of each region is
represented using a GMM and the color distribution is
modeled as how widely the color contained in a cluster is
separated in the whole image region.
4.1. Representation of color statistics using GMM

To represent color statistics in all the regions, we choose
RGB colors as the local features to describe color information
for each region lA ½RS1;…;RSK � and they are modeled using a
Gaussian mixture model (GMM). Let the color models be
represented by GMM fαc; μc;ΣcgCc ¼ 1 in the color space,
where fαc; μc;Σcg contains the weight, the mean color and
the covariance matrix of the c-th component. For pixels in
each region, a set of GMM parameters are learned. The
Gaussian mixture distribution can be written as

VðIxjlÞ ¼∑
c
αclNðIxjμcl;ΣclÞ; lA ½RS1;…;RSK �; ð7Þ

where αcl; μcl and Σcl represent the weight, the mean color and
the covariance matrix of the c-th component learned from
pixels in region l respectively. The parameters of a GMM can
be obtained by maximizing the log likelihood function for a
GMM using techniques like gradient-based optimization or
expectation–maximization algorithm. In our experiments,
GMM with five components are used to represent the color
statistics in each cluster and the EM algorithm [40] is applied
to generate the parameters of GMMs.
Original image; (b) the combined saliency map; (c)–(k) are the separated
ifferent colors. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure



Fig. 4. Illustration of the process for region selection. Brighter pixels represent higher measurement values. (a) Original image; (b) color contrast saliency;
(c) boundary prior saliency; (d) Scb; (e) the boundary of regions; (f) to display regions with different colors; (j) the pixels in region PSR are labeled blue; and
(h) the pixels in region BK are labeled red. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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4.2. Definition of regional saliency values

Regional color contrast saliency: The regional color
contrast saliency is defined as

colorðiÞ ¼ ∑xARSi S
con
x

jRSij
; iAf1;…;Kg: ð8Þ

Regions with higher average saliency values are more
likely to be contained in a salient object.

Regional boundary prior saliency: The Regional bound-
ary saliency of region RSi is defined as

boundðiÞ ¼ ∑xARSi S
Boundary
x

jRSij
; iAf1;…;Kg: ð9Þ

Color spatial distribution: The color spatial distribution
csd(i) of region RSi describes the spatial distribution of the
color information contained in region RSi. It is computed as
the spatial variance of RSi's color distribution.

VhðiÞ ¼
1
jXji

∑
N

x ¼ 1
VðIxjl¼ RSiÞjxh�ShðiÞj2

ShðiÞ ¼
1
jXji

∑
N

x ¼ 1
VðIxjl¼ RSiÞ � xh; ð10Þ

where xh is the x-coordinate of pixel x and jXji ¼∑N
x ¼ 1

VðIxjl¼ RSiÞ. The saliency value is interpreted as how
widely the pixels are distributed. VhðiÞ is the horizonal
variance of the spatial position of pixels in the image. The
vertical variance VvðiÞ is similarly defined. VPðiÞ ¼ VhðiÞ
þVvðiÞ, and VP is normalized to [0,1] for all regions. Then,
the color spatial distribution of region RSi is defined as

csdðiÞ ¼ 1�VPðiÞ: ð11Þ
The pixel level saliency values are defined according to

the regional saliency values color, bound and csd

McolorðxÞ ¼ colorðjÞ; xARSj; i¼ ½1;2;…;N�;
MboundðxÞ ¼ boundðjÞ; xARSj; i¼ ½1;2;…;N�;

McsdðxÞ ¼ csdðjÞ; xARSj; i¼ ½1;2;…;N�; ð12Þ
where N is the size of image. Then a pixel level weight map
Wmap ¼McolornMcsdnMbound is constructed by combining
three pixel level saliency maps nonlinearly and Wmap is
normalized into ½0;1�, Wmap ¼Wmap�minðWmapÞ=max
ðWmapÞ�minðWmapÞ. We take Wmap as a prior probability
inferred by contrast prior, color distribution prior and
boundary prior. We define the set of potential salient
pixels as PSR and the set of background pixels as BK. PPSR
represents the prior probability with respect to potential
salient regions and PPSRðIpÞ ¼WmapðpÞ. PBK is defined as the
prior probability with respect to background and PBK ðIpÞ ¼
1�PPSRðIpÞ.

For the image in Fig. 3, it is separated into nine regions
and the computed three measures for nine regions are

color¼ ½0:1597;0:6226;0:6662;0:6673;0:7313;0:7376;
�0:7566;0:8759;0:9456�;

bound¼ ½0:0947;0:2579;0:4273;0:5568;0:6299;0:7549;
�0:8618;0:8660;0:9412�;

csd¼ ½0:8080;0:8007;0:8385;0:9062;0:9154;0:8930;
�0:9324;0:9518;0:9540�; ð13Þ

4.3. Region selection

The performance of the statistic information extraction
is dependent on the correctness of the GMMs to model
foreground and background objects. Then, we propose a
method for selecting foreground and background regions.
The image space is divided into background region and
potential salient region using adaptive threshold selection.
The adaptive threshold λ is determined using OTSU [41]
and threshold λ controls the process of region selection.
We define SR and SB as two sets of pixels' indices,
SB¼ fijWmapoλg consists of the indices of background
pixels and SR¼ fijWmapZλg consists of the indices of
potential salient pixels. We compute a convex hull C to
enclose all the potential salient pixels in SR. The initial set
of salient pixels is computed as PSR¼ fijiACg and the
related set of background pixels is BK ¼ fiji=2Cg. The pro-
cedure of region selection is displayed in Fig. 4.



Fig. 5. Experimental results on MSRA-1000 database. (a) Average preci-
sion–recall curves using different approaches and (b) average precision,
recall and F-measure using different approaches with adaptive thresholding.

1 http://cg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/people/�cmm/Saliency/Index.htm
2 http://www.fedeperazzi.com/saliency_filters/
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5. Statistic saliency generation

In the process of our algorithm, two GMM models shown
in Eq. (7) are trained over the pixels in set PSR and BK
respectively. The pixels in PSR tend to be contained by a
salient object while pixels in BK are more likely to be part of
the background. The pixels' similarity with salient region PSR
is defined as Pgmm;sðIxjPSRÞ ¼ VðIxjl¼ PSRÞ. Similarly, the simi-
larity with background region is Pgmm;sðIxjBKÞ ¼ VðIxjl¼ BKÞ.
For pixel p, the likelihood is determined by its similarity to the
pixels in salient region and its difference from the pixels in
background region. The normalized likelihood probability
which expresses how probable that the observed data is
salient on pixel p is

PlikliðIpjPSRÞ ¼
Pgmm;sðIpjPSRÞ

Pgmm;sðIpjPSRÞþPgmm;sðIpjBKÞ
: ð14Þ

Similarly, PlikliðIpjBKÞ ¼ 1�PlikliðIpjPSRÞ. From the Bayesian
framework, the posterior probability on pixel p is

PposteriorðPSRjIpÞ ¼
PlikliðIpjPSRÞnPPSRðIpÞ

Z
; ð15Þ

where Z is the normalization constant, which ensures that the
posterior distribution on the left-hand side is a valid prob-
ability density and integrates to one. Z ¼ PlikliðIpjPSRÞ n PPSRðIpÞ
þPlikliðIpjBKÞ n PBK ðIpÞ. Finally, the statistic saliency (also
called GMM saliency) is defined as

SgmmðIpÞ ¼ PposteriorðPSRjIpÞ: ð16Þ

6. Experiments

The empirical analysis is implemented on two popular
saliency databases: MSRA-1000 [42] and Berkley-300
database [43]. For quantitative comparison, the precision
and recall rates of various models are evaluated. For a
given threshold T, the precision and recall rates of a certain
saliency detection method are defined as

PrecisionðTÞ ¼ 1
INUM

∑
INUM

i ¼ 1

jMiðTÞ \ Gij
jMiðTÞj

;

RecallðTÞ ¼ 1
INUM

∑
INUM

i ¼ 1

jMiðTÞ \ Gij
jGij

: ð17Þ

In Eq. (17), Mi(T) is the binary mask obtained by directly
thresholding the saliency map using threshold T on the i-
th image. Gi is the ground truth. j � j denotes the mask's
sum area. INUM is the amount of images in a database. In
addition to precision–recall (PR) curves, for each image, we
follow [42,15] to segment a saliency map by adaptive
threshold

Ts ¼min 2�∑N
i Vi

N
; Tmax

� �
; ð18Þ

where N denotes the number of pixels in the saliency map
and i is the pixel index. Vi is the saliency value on pixel i.
Tmax is the upper bound for the saliency value. In the
experiment, the saliency values are projected into the
range of [0,255] and we set Tmax ¼ 255 in the experiment.
Then the precision, recall and F-Measurement values are
computed over the ground truth maps, where F-
Measurement is defined as

FβðTÞ ¼
ð1þβ2ÞPrecisionðTÞ � RecallðTÞ
β2 � PrecisionðTÞþRecallðTÞ ; ð19Þ

where β¼ 0:3. Besides, we evaluate the strategy of saliency
driven clustering (introduced in Section 3) and the regio-
nal saliency measures (introduced in Section 4).

6.1. Evaluation on MSRA-1000 dataset

First, we generate the saliency maps for all 1000 testing
images using the proposed saliency model. The saliency
detection performance of proposed saliency model (with
abbreviation GMMS) is compared with nine state-of-the-
art saliency models, that are IT (Ittis model)) [9], LC
(Luminance Contrast) [44], SR (Spectral Residual) [23], FT
(Frequency-tuned) [42], HC (Histogram Contrast) [16], RC
(Region Contrast) [16], SF (Saliency Filters) [15], CA (Con-
text-awear model) [22], SC (Superpixel-based Contrast)
[17] and SCMS (spatial-color constraint and multi-scale
segmentation) [45] for comparison.

The saliency maps of the state-of-the-art works exclud-
ing SC, SF and SCMS are provided in [16].1 The SF [15]
saliency maps are obtained from the author's webpage.2

The SCMS [45] saliency maps are downloaded from the

http://cg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/people/~cmm/Saliency/Index.htm
http://cg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/people/~cmm/Saliency/Index.htm
http://www.fedeperazzi.com/saliency_filters/


Fig. 6. Subjective comparison of our saliency map with six state-of-the-art methods on the MSRA database. (a) Original image; saliency maps of (b) SCMS;
(c) FT; (d) HC; (e) RC; (f) SF; (g) SC; (h) GMMS and (l) ground truth. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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author's webpage.3 The results of SC are generated using
the codes provided by author. In Fig. 5(a), we compare our
precision–recall curve with other methods. Compared
with other approaches, the proposed GMMS demonstrates
the highest precision level corresponding to all the recall
rates ranging from 0 to 1. Fig. 5(b) displays the average
precision, recall and F-measure values in the adaptive
threshold experiment. Among all the approaches, GMMS
achieves the highest precision, recall and F-measure values
compared with other approaches. Besides the quantitative
3 http://ivipc.uestc.edu.cn/lfxu/
evaluation, our method is visually compared with six
methods, i.e, SCMS, HC, RC, SR, SF and SC, and the results
of some testing images are displayed in Fig. 6. Brighter
pixels indicate higher saliency probabilities. Visually, it can
be seen that our GMMS obtains relatively higher quality
saliency maps compared with the compared state-of-the-
art methods. The RC model sometimes highlights only
some parts of an salient object.

The methods like HC and FT are sensitive to background
noise and they often fail to identify background patches
correctly. Compared with those methods, GMMS achieves
better performance. For images with clear contrast
between the salient object and the background (see the

http://ivipc.uestc.edu.cn/lfxu/


Fig. 7. Experimental results on Berkley-300 database. (a) Average preci-
sion–recall curves using different approaches and (b) average precision,
recall and F-measure using different approaches with adaptive thresholding.
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examples in the 3rd and 8th rows in Fig. 6), the salient
objects can be located well in most of the saliency maps.
For images with complex background scenes containing
structure or texture pattern or images with relatively
low contrast boundary between salient objects and the
surrounding background regions (see the 1st, 6th 7th and
9th example in Fig. 6), the quality of color contrast based
model (HC, RC, SCMS and SC) is obviously degraded. In
contrast, GMMS can locate and highlight the object region
more correctly, and suppress background noise correctly
by utilizing the Bayesian framework integrating the region
based saliency values as priority. For example, in the 6th
picture listed in Fig. 6, our model can label the boundary
correctly although both of the background and object have
blue color. Because we integrate the boundary priority into
process of clustering and the structural information (the
generated clusters) may provide more reliable cues about
“what the object looks like”, even though the pixels near
the boundary have similar color with the object. The
methods (such as HC, RC) that use only color features (like
color contrast) are sensitive to background noise in a
complex scene (see the 1st and 3th example images in
Fig. 6) and GMM saliency can generate more stable and
reliable saliency information in cluttered background.
However, some parts of the salient object may be assigned
relatively low saliency probabilities and hence the salient
objects are incompletely extracted (see the 2nd example,
where saliency values in black regions of the cell phone
are computed incorrectly because the black color is not the
dominant color in the statistic model). The results can be
further improved by refining the GMM saliency maps, so
as to obtain more smoother saliency maps.

6.2. Evaluation on Berkley-300 database

The Berkley-300 database is a more challenging data-
base which contained 300 images with more complex
background or multiple objects of different sizes and
positions. The foreground masks are provided by [18] as
the ground truth. We compare the curve of our approach
with LC [44], SR [23], FT [42], HC [16], RC [16], CA [22] and
SC [17]. The PR curves are shown in Fig. 7(a) and the
average precision, recall and F-measure values are dis-
played in Fig. 7(b). GMMS achieves the best performance
both in the terms of PR curve and the adaptive segmenta-
tion experiments. It is observed from the visual compar-
ison in Fig. 8 that GMMS performs better in highlighting
salient objects and suppressing background clutter under
various condition, such as for images with texture (the 6th
and 7th examples), images with weak boundary (the 5th
and 10th examples), image with small objects (the 9th
example) or color salient objects which are similar to part
of image's background (the 3rd and 4th examples) (Fig. 9).

6.3. Evaluation of saliency driven clusters

From the aspect of saliency computation, good clusters
should generate satisfactory separation of salient objects
and background. To quantitatively evaluate the cluster
results, we report our method's scores related to two
criteria (1) Variation of Information (VoI) [46], computing
the information of one results not contained in the other;
(2) Global Consistency Error (GCE) [47], measuring the
extent to which on segment is a refinement of the other.
The results are obtained on Berkley Segmentation Data-
base [47]. We compare the average scores of our cluster
strategy (with abbreviation SDC) with Ncut [48], Mean-
shift [49], Normalized Tree Partitioning (NTP) [50] and
JSEG. The scores are listed in Table 1 and SDC obtains the
lowest VoI with a value of 1.8360 and the second lowest
GCE with a value of 0.1955 across the test dataset, which
means that SDC can separate pixels into different clusters
with high precision according to their saliency level more
correctly. Moreover, it costs less than 1 s for SDC to process
a typical 400�300 image.

6.4. The role of measures for regional saliency computation

Three regional saliency measures based on the gener-
ated clusters, the regional color contrast saliency Eq. (8),
regional boundary prior saliency Eq. (9) and color spatial
distribution Eq. (10) are computed. We have explored the
effectiveness of each individual measure and the



Fig. 8. Subjective comparison of our saliency map with six state-of-the-art methods on the Berkley-300 database. (a) Original images; (b) FT; (c) HC; (d)
RC; (e) SR; (f) SC; (g) CA; (h) GMMS; and (i) the ground truth.

Fig. 9. Illustration of the clusters generated. The images with cluster boundaries are listed in the first row. In the second row, clusters are labeled with
different colors. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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combination strategies on MASA-1000 dataset. The PR
curves for comparison are displayed in Fig. 10, and some
meaningful conclusions can be drawn. On one hand, the
regional computation over clusters can lead to perfor-
mance improvement for color contrast saliency and
boundary prior saliency Fig. 10(a). The improvement
mainly lies in the integration of visual patterns of images.

On the other hand, the non-linear combinations between
Mcol;Mbound;Mcsd are evaluated as well. The performance of
Table 1
The VOI and GCE scores for evaluating the generated clusters.

Method VoI GCE

Ncut 2.9061 0.2232
Mean-shift 1.9725 0.1888
NTP 2.4954 0.2373
JSEG 2.3217 0.1989
Proposed SDC 1.8360 0.1955

Fig. 10. Comparison of the individual component on MSRA dataset. (a) Com
Comparison of the combination strategy. (c) Enlarged image of subfigure (b) in l
four kinds of combinations , McolnMbound, McolnMcsd, Mbound

nMcsd and McolnMboundnMcsd are evaluated on MSRA-1000
dataset and the results are listed in Fig. 10(b). The combination
of Mboundn Mcsd can achieve significant improvement over the
individual component. Even if the combinations Mcoln Mbound,
Mcoln Mcsd and Mcoln Mboundn Mcsd only improve the perfor-
mance slightly over that of Mcol by analyzing the ROC curves,
the complementary strengths of each saliency map would
contribute to generate better performance. Fig. 11 shows some
combination results visually. The combination can improve
the performance over any of the individual measure. In
summary, the improvement mainly lies in that the saliency
measures can either suppress background clutters or highlight
salient objects, which could be explained by the examples
listed in Fig. 11. First, the color spatial distribution and
boundary prior will contribute to suppress the widely dis-
tributed background clutters. As shown in images 2, 5, 6 and 8
of Fig. 11, the widely distributed background noise tends to
have lower csd value (Eq. (11)). Moreover, the background
clutters are mostly likely to be near the boundary and the
parison of three measurements for regional saliency computation. (b)
ow recall region. (d) Enlarged image of subfigure (b) in high recall region.



Fig. 11. Illustration of three measures for regional saliency computation. From left to right: original image; ground truth; color contrast saliency; regional
color saliency; boundary prior saliency; regional boundary saliency; color spatial distribution; combination of McolornMcsd, MboundnMcolor , MboundnMcsd , and
the combined of three measures. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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boundary prior we use can contribute to suppress the back-
ground noise. The results of Image 2 and Image 6 show that
the background clutters can be suppressing by combining
boundary prior. In image 5, the boundary prior saliency fails to
locate the object, however the nonlinear combination of three
measures can still generate satisfactory result. Second, even if
the performance of the computed color spatial distribution is
not robust for images with complex background scenes, it still
owns some characteristics like highlighting the salient objects
or enhancing the saliency difference between salient objects
and backgrounds (image 1, image 7 and image 8 in Fig. 11).

The contributions of extracted visual patterns for sal-
iency performance improvement can be summarized in
two aspects. On one hand, the regional computation of
color contrast saliency and boundary prior saliency can
achieve considerable performance improvement over indi-
vidual measures (Fig. 10.(a)). On the other hand, the color
spatial distribution which is calculated over the statistic of
clusters provides meaningful complementary cues for
salient object detection and background clutters suppres-
sion (visual examples listed in Fig. 11).

6.5. Computation cost

It takes about 9.3 s for our method to process a typical
400�300 image on our 2.7 GHZ Pentium Dual-Core machine
with 2 G RAM. The computation of color contrast saliency
costs 2.2 s, which respectively takes 1 s for SLIC segmentation
and 1.2 s for superpixel-based saliency computation Eq. (1).
Computation of the boundary prior saliency and combination
takes about 0.8 s. The saliency driven clustering takes about
1.3 s. It costs 4.5 s to compute the regional color contrast
saliency, color spatial distribution and regional boundary prior
saliency. The most time-consuming step is the computation of
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GMM parameters Eq. (7) for color spatial distribution, it costs
about 0.4 s to estimate the parameters for a cluster. Generally,
it takes about 4 s for an image separated into 10 clusters. The
final step of GMM saliency computation Eq. (16) only costs
0.5 s.
7. Conclusion

We have presented a saliency detection framework by
modeling “what the salient objects look like” and “what
the background should look like” using statistic of images.
To exhibit diverse and meaningful visual patterns information
of natural images, we propose a saliency driven clustering
method based on the combination of contrast prior saliency
and boundary prior saliency. To incorporate the visual pattern
information of images into saliency model, the clusters are
used for computing the color spatial distribution, region based
color contrast saliency values and region based boundary
prior saliency values. Then, the salient region GMM and
background GMM are constructed based on the separated
salient regions and background region using adaptive thresh-
old which is computed over the combined regional saliency
values. Finally, a Bayesian model is applied for generating high
quality full resolution saliency maps. Experimental results on
the most popular datasets indicate the advantages of our
method against other state-of-the-art approaches on high-
lighting salient objects and suppressing the cluttered back-
ground. The comparison experiments also indicate the advan-
tages of building a saliency model based on visual patterns
information of images, such as clusters. Since a simple clus-
tering method based on color contrast and boundary prior
saliency map is used for saliency detection, we will exploit a
more effective clustering strategy for generating semantic
regions in our future work.
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